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• Who is Tri-State?

• Facility Considerations

• Oiled Wildlife Rehabilitation

• Preparedness Actions You 

Can Take



Who is Tri-State Bird Rescue & Research?

L. Leon Campbell and Alice P. Campbell Wildlife Response Facility

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 1976, the Olympic Games tanker spilled in the DE River, prompting Lynne Frink to help assist with oiled wildlife. Lynne’s knowledge and skills grew over time and became Tri-State Bird Rescue and Research. Tri-State currently has 2 separate departments that assist wildlife – the wild bird clinic, known as the Frink Center for Wildlife, sees over 3000 injured and orphaned native birds a year. CLICK And the oil response team. This is our purpose built building, known as the L. Leon Campbell and Alice P. Campbell Wildlife Response Facility. 



Oiled Wildlife Response Organizations in the US

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is an OWRO?We are organizations with the training, experience, permits, and dedicated staff to respond to incidents with oiled wildlife.Who are the OWROs?In addition to Tri-State, there are 4 other OWROs in the US with dedicated oil spill response staff:IBR and OWCN in CaliforniaFocus Wildlife in WashingtonAnd Wildlife Response Services in TexasWe all have typical response areas, but those areas overlapIt’s not unheard of for two or more organizations to be involved in the same response – when this happens we all work together towards our shared goal of ensuring the best outcomes for impacted wildlife



Why Bring in an Oiled Wildlife Response Organization
• Dedicated staff

• 40hr HAZWOPER

• Subject matter experts

• Specialized equipment

• Training, planning & response 
capabilities

• ICS integration

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What separates OWROs from other rehabbers?Tri-State, in addition to operating a year round wild bird clinic, maintains a staff of 3, dedicated solely to oiled wildlife response who remain response-ready at all times.  Along with many of the everyday injuries and ailments that we see in non-oiled rehab, petroleum products present challenges that require specialized knowledge, husbandry, medical care, and equipmentDifferent products present different challenges – asphalt crude, diesel, and dielectric fluid, just to name a few, all require different approaches CLICKWe maintain a 40-hour HAZWOPER certification – beyond what is often required by responses – as well as National Incident Management System and Incident Command System trainingWe conduct and participate in drills and exercises with agency and industry partners to explore scenarios and plan effectively for whatever unique challenge the next spill may bring usWe’re always looking for new training opportunities – SCAT, Science of Oil Spills, etc.We also participate in Regional Response Team and Area Committee Meetings



ICS Integration

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once an OWRO is brought in, We start off in Planning Section –Environmental unit for development of the Wildlife management plan, discuss possible deterrence strategies, communicating with wildlife trustees, and to be subject matter expert for oiled wildlife inquiriesIf the wildlife response ramps up, we can also sit in Operations Section within Wildlife Recovery Group for Field Capture and Surveys and we are in the Wildlife rehabilitation group for decontamination and continued rehab



Considerations of Oiled Wildlife
• Hazardous Contaminant

• Safety
• Containment

• Number of Animals
• Variety of species
• Rapid fluctuation 

• Facility Demands
• Housing requirements
• Water specifications

• Legal Considerations
• Agency collaboration
• Evidentiary concerns  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Spill consideration is a Large demand on resources, personnel, and equipmentType of product and safety considerations The species and number of animals impactedThe Facilities space for housing these animals, the amount of HOT Water and pressure and hardnessthe temperature considerations for time of year, the air exchange Legal considerations collecting evidence, state and federal permits, carcass storage



Initial Notification
24 hour oiled wildlife hotline

1-800-261-0980
• Where/When/How?
• Product type/amount?
• RP/Who are we working for?
• Alert/Assessment/Full Response?
• Existing Wildlife Response Plan?
• Agencies notified?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When you call our 800 number, one of 3 Tri-State Oil Team members will answer.  You should ALL use this 800 number. Do not google Tri State.Be prepared with answers to these questionsResponse time is based on distance from Newark, DE. We can usually get on the road within 2 hours – heading to the airport or to the scene. We do not respond without a contract/agreement in place. 



Stages of Activation
• Alert – Always!

• TSBRR hotline: 1-800-261-0980
• Remote consultation services
• Agency notification and liaison
• Initial response logistics

• Assessment – Encouraged!
• On-site assessment of ecological 

resources
• Response logistics
• Hazing/deterrence strategies

• Response (full activation)
• Oiled wildlife management
• Regional resource coordination

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is specific to Tri-State but other OWROs probably function the same waySTAGES OF ACTIVATIONAlert: we should ALWAYS be alerted. This is free. This is important to save time. TSBR notifies staff, stays aware of updates and has a bag packed just in case. On the next slide I will go over the questions that we need answered when you call an OWRO.  CLICK Assessment: wildlife may be impacted/has been seen in the area, so TSBR heads to the scene to do field surveys (with supplies in case it turns into a response) CLICK Response: wildlife impacted. TSBR has 2hr call-out time to head to scene. Brings all necessary equipment & supplies for oiled wildlife response, prepare facility & potentially staging area, and start contacting paraprofessionals and oiled wildlife volunteers. CLICK



Wildlife Surveys/Assessments
• Why?

• There is always some impact
• Wild animals are not stationary

• Surveyor Knowledge
• Species in area
• Natural history
• Seasonal changes to behavior and species
• Federal documentation requirements
• Reporting accurate and necessary 

information

• Calibrated eyes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Something we hear a lot – ‘no wildlife impact’Oiled wildlife are often far outside the immediate area of clean-up operations – sometimes miles. Surveyors should be knowledgeable – *can be a great use of the public. Citizen scientists! Calibrated eyes – have to know what you’re looking at and for



• In the field
• Equipment
• Capture

• Transport
• Carriers
• Vehicles

Capture and Transport

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LocationsLocations of field work can vary and each present unique challenges →Equipment Different field activities require different equipmentBut we have to be prepared for any eventualitySurveys can turn into capturesPPE, binoculars, nets, radios, paperwork, etc. →Hand captureCapturing individual animals is most often the method usedTeams of at least two, but more is betterCombination of nets and sheets →Corralling Great option for groups of unflighted birdsOnce birds are corralled, time can be taken to recoverUtilizes natural barriers→Transport carriersTransport carriers vary depending on taxa and speciesCorrugated plastic, sterilite, dog kennel, etcMost often used is the trusty cardboard boxLined with some sort of absorbent materialUsually secured with duct tapeVentilation is important, especially with volatile contaminantsSpacing between carriers in the transport vehicleVisual barrier (e.g. a sheet over a dog kennel) →VehiclesImportant to have separate cab and cargo areasVolatile fumes from contaminant are a human safety hazardClimate control for patientSupplemental heat/cooling, or at least protection from the elementsCapped pickup/trailer ideal options	you personal vehicle, unless it’s a capped pickup, is not a safe or sufficient option – you’d be endangering yourself and the patients you’re transporting



Oiled Wildlife Rehabilitation



Effects of Oil on Wildlife
• Hypothermia/Hyperthermia

• Immobility or drowning 

• Skin irritation and lesions 

• Eye irritation

• Feather/fur loss

• Ingestion, Inhalation, Absorption

• Chronic Health Issues

• Capture Myopathy

• Populations NPR.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Oil can cause hypothermia or hyperthermia in animals due to disruption in their feather or fur structure. The consistency and viscosity of a product may cause complete immobility in some patients.  In others it may inhibit flight or lead to drowning.It can cause skin and eye irritation, burns, or lesions.  And feather/fur loss. CLICKInternally.  Oil ingested occurs when an animal preens or grooms in an attempt to remove the oil, or a predator consumes an oiled animal.  It can cause GI distress.Inhalation of contaminant fumes can cause respiratory distress.Absorption of a contaminant can damage organs and possibly lead to death.Excess handling, excessive restraint, or improper capture techniques can lead to capture myopathy.  Capture myopathy is caused by stress and can lead to death.  So be aware of this when capturing, handling, or transporting wildlife.  Oil spills not only effect the individual animals but can also have a detrimental effect to populations as a whole.  



ContaminatedClean

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Under the microscope you can see the organization in a clean feather and the chaos in a contaminated feather.  Contaminated feathers tend to clump together inhibiting waterproofing, while healthy clean feathers repel water and create beading.  CLICK



What Can Go Wrong?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wrong type of responders = dangerThis is why public information is so important!No ppeTaped beakCold waterNo planNo stabilizationSevere injury to handlersCapture myopathy likelyVet and wildlife rehabilitator



Evidence and Reporting

WILDLIFE SUMMARY 

Species Captured DOA Died Euthanized Washed Released  
 

Canada goose 63 6 1 3 53 53  
Mallard duck 2 0 0 0 2 2  

Double crested 
cormorant 1 0 0 0 1 1  

TOTALS 66 6 1 3 56 56  
 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Every animal is documentedEvidence samples can be used for NRDA or to ID a mystery spillChains of custody forms –federally mandated USFWSWRMD online databaseFederal USFWS bands upon release



Preparedness
WHAT CAN YOU DO?



Wildlife Response Plans 
• Best if written before a disaster. Can customize 
during response.

• Integrates into overall contingency plans
• Includes information such as:

• Known petroleum pipelines and storage facilities
• Habitats of concern
• Endangered species populations/breeding grounds
• Special considerations for time of year (migration, 

brumation, nesting, etc.)
• Wildlife deterrents (hazing) 
• Carcass collection
• Field capture methods
• Transport methods and plans
• Rehabilitation plan
• International border plan

The Plan  =  ‘Just Call Tri-State’

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Very useful. Saves time and prevents unnecessary chaosWe write these plans and review them with state and federal fish and wildlife agencies, the Coast Guard, state EPA. Since they integrate into the overarching contingency plan, roles and responsibilities are understood. PLEASE be proactive to include wildlifeESPECIALLY, if your state borders another country – It’s a logistical time suck and it’s expensive.  



Pre-Identifying Facilities
• Facility specs and needs

• Space requirements
• Hot/cold water capacity
• Electric
• HVAC
• Security

• Establish an MOU with owner(s)

• Become familiar with area

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Planning and preparedness is key in oil spill response, pre-identifying facilities is one way we can plan ahead of time in the event an incident occurs in an area without a purpose-built facilityThe facilities should have these specifications: Open floor plan- allow for flexibility CLICKHot/cold water capacity- consistent water temperature and pressure CLICK, CLICKElectric- ability to plug in equipment as needed CLICKHVAC- ventilation and ability to control temperature CLICKSecurity- These animals are evidence and must be kept secure CLICKEstablish an MOU Familiarize: know what stores are in area, look up contractors etc.Timing is key with oiled wildlife, spending less time trying to find a facility in the height of an incident can ensure that more time and efforts are focused on professional oiled wildlife rehabilitation



Be a Wildlife Advocate
• Public information messaging
• Train responders to look for and ID 

oiled wildlife
• Pre-identify facilities
• Appreciate the value of OWROs
• Understand OWRO procedures and 

capabilities
• Share response and safety strategies
• Write effective wildlife response plans
• Engage OWROs in exercises and drills 

24 hour oiled wildlife hotline
1-800-261-0980

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Remind responders that wildlife are part of the environmental cleanup. They are part of the ecosystem and are important.We can provide scripts for public messaging. Do it immediately.Not all plans are EFFECTIVE. If you don’t exercise them in full, you won’t find the failures



Thank you!                  
Katlyn Muse, Operations Coordinator:  Kmuse@tristatebird.org
Daniel Wilson, Operations Coordinator:  Dwilson@tristatebird.org

Questions?
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